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Background
● language analysis skills not widely understood outside academia

○ language analysis is generally promoted in schools only within 

MFL and/or English Language

● Opportunity for us in the academic linguistics community:

○ to secure the future of the discipline 

○ to share our love of the subject

■ language analysis skills -> wider educational benefits



Outreach team
● English Language/Linguistics and MFL taster activities and 

problem sets for students at KS2-5

● inbound and outbound school group visits

● also York Festival of Ideas public engagement activities

● activities on etymology, phonology, psycholinguistics, syntax…



Outreach team
Our experience of schools outreach: 

● many children have never visited a university

● some children know no one who has attended university

● aim: raising awareness and aspirations

● UG students -> student ambassadors 



Festival of Ideas 2014
The many languages of the world

● an insight into word order, typology and linguistic diversity

● glossed examples -> cut up

● participants need to rearrange them on the 

correct word order of that language



Festival of Ideas 2018

English: Forged by conquest, shaped by culture

● Younger children: shopping at a Saxon, 

Norman, and modern grocery shop

● Older children: puzzles involving Old English 

gender and case



Festival of Ideas 2019
Languages are the Wonders of the World

● Children played the role of an adventurer, who 

discovered the lost diary of Alex Plorer

● To find the treasure they solved puzzles:

○ Hebrew templatic morphology, 

○ Inuktitut polysynthesis, 

○ Devanagari script, and 

○ Inca quipu counting systems



Schools: KS2
Jolly Olly’s Magical Adventure (under 8s)

● Olly travels the world to collect ingredients for a 

potion to wake up Jo from a deep magical slumber

● Language & cultural contact 
○ Look for sound/spelling patterns in borrowed words

○ Discuss how languages and sounds can change over time and cultures

Olly Jo Wushi



Schools: KS4+
● Typology

○ 22+ languages match them to their correct word order (SVO, SOV, VOS etc)

○ Discuss: How much can languages vary? Why do languages vary? How can children learn their 

target language with ease if there is so much variation?

● History of English
○ Match 30+ English words to their etymological origin

○ Discuss: The difference between cognates and borrowing; sound patterns and change (e.g. 

Grimm’s law); meaning patterns (borrowing certain types of words due to contact)

● Phonology SNAP!
○ Card games (snap, matching) based on matching IPA transcription and English spelling

○ Discuss: Why we use the IPA in linguistic



York English Language Toolkit

● annual CPD workshops for teachers 

of English Language A level

● research talks, lesson starters and 

extension activities

● focus on methods which students 

can use to dig into data

● downloadable resources: 

[englishlanguagetoolkit.york.ac.uk/] 

https://englishlanguagetoolkit.york.ac.uk/


Sample downloadable resources



Massive Open Online Course
● Focussed on key topic in English 

Language A Level

● Situates issues from A Level 

curriculum in wider theoretical and 

practical context

● Open to general public, but 

feedback indicates many learners 

are KS5 students directed to course 

as an enrichment resource

[https://www.york.ac.uk/study/moocs/accents-attitudes-identity/]

https://www.york.ac.uk/study/moocs/accents-attitudes-identity/


Sample activities

[https://www.york.ac.uk/study/moocs/accents-attitudes-identity/]

https://www.york.ac.uk/study/moocs/accents-attitudes-identity/


Opportunities for interaction



Common thread
● Partnering with teachers by providing resources that are 'ready 

to go' (e.g. downloadable and editable) and/or honed through 

conversation and collaboration with schools. 

● Key factor for successful promotion of language analysis in 

schools is a collaborative approach
○ Academic linguists and teachers each able to bring their respective 

expertise to the conversation



Extending the reach
How might these tasks be developed and/or adapted for use in the 

context of other secondary school subjects beyond English/MFLs?

● Sociology → sociolinguistic connections to social theory

● Law → analysis of witness/lawyer interactions, legal documents

● Psychology → experimental design  

● History → language change, placenames

● Geography → linguistic versus political borders

● …



Funding: 

● ‘Re-framing linguistic research to enhance practice in secondary education: Focus on language 
attitudes’ (2018-19), York Impact Accelerator Fund; PI: Sam Hellmuth; Co-Is: Claire Childs and Carmen 
Llamas.

● ‘Re-framing linguistic research to enhance secondary education: Consolidation’ (2019-20), York Impact 
Accelerator Fund; PI: Claire Childs; Co-Is: Sam Hellmuth and Carmen Llamas.

● York Festival of Ideas
● York Cares (https://www.yorkcares.co.uk/) for funding development of Jolly Olly
● York Widening Participation Initiative Fund for funding development of other activities
● Internal departmental funding

Collaborators: 

Grace Cao, Beth Cole, Sarah Kelly, Paul Kerswill, Sarah Lapacz, Justin Lo, Carmen Llamas, Heather Turner, 

Dominic Watt and all the many members of staff who have contributed their research to the York English 

Language Toolkit.

Thanks

https://www.yorkcares.co.uk/

